WRC II Poznan, Poland

6
(Event)

FRI 21 JUN 2019

Start Time: 12:05

Media Start List

Men’s Four

Race 36

Lane | Ctry Code | Name | Date of Birth
--- | --- | --- | ---
1 | NED | WULLINGS Bo | 23 Nov 1989
| | DIJKSTRA Haye | 11 May 1996
| | STOLPER Louis | 10 Jul 1995
| | MAKKER Mick | 05 Feb 1993
2 | USA1 | RICHARDS Alexander | 12 Aug 1995
| | DETHLEFS Thomas | 06 May 1990
| | HARRITY Conor | 03 Sep 1994
| | WALLIS Alexander | 29 Jul 1996
3 | AUT | HOHENSASSER Gabriel | 02 May 1996
| | KOHLMAYR Maximilian | 29 Mar 1996
| | QUERFELD Rudolph | 23 Jan 1998
| | QUERFELD Ferdinand | 23 Feb 1996
4 | POL | BURDA Mikolaj | 08 Jul 1982
| | WILANGOWSKI Matusz | 07 Oct 1991
| | BRZEZINSKI Marcin | 06 Jan 1984
| | SZPAKOWSKI Michal | 23 Apr 1989
5 | BLR | LIALIN Vadzim | 15 Nov 1982
| | VYBERANETS Dzmitry | 06 Jan 1992
| | SURAVETS Dzianis | 17 Mar 1986
| | SHARLAP Mikalai | 30 Mar 1994

Progression System: 1 to Semifinal A/B, Remaining Crews to Repechage (1->SA/B, 2..->R)

Legend:
b = bow
(2)-(3) = seat
s = stroke
H = Heat
R = Repechage
S = Semifinal

INTERNET Service: www.worldrowing.com